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Introducing the Explorer API

These samples demonstrate how to use the Input REST API for SAP BusinessObjects Explorer.

The Input REST API allows developers to create, edit, delete, and explore Information Spaces. It allows
data to be pushed into Explorer from external sources.
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What operations can be performed with the API?

The Input REST API uses a predefined XML syntax over HTTP.

Endpoints (URLs) are used with HTTP methods (PUT, POST, GET, and DELETE) to allow developers
to perform different operations. A request is sent to Explorer (with or without XML data) and a response
is sent once the request is processed and complete.

The operations that can be performed are:

DELETEGETPOSTPUTENDPOINT

Not supportedGet a list of Infor-
mation Spaces

Create a new In-
formation SpaceNot supportedinfoSpaces

Delete an Information
Space

Get the data
chunks for a giv-
en Information
Space

Not supported
Replace Informa-
tion Space defini-
tion and data

infoSpaces/[id]

Delete an Information
Space

Get the definition
of an Information
Space

Not supportedNot supported
infoS
paces/[id]?defi
nition

Not supportedNot supportedGet a valid logon
tokenNot supportedauth

Log off a userNot supportedNot supportedNot supportedauth/[token]

Not supportedExplore an Infor-
mation SpaceNot supportedopenSpace.jsp?id=[id] : Not support-

ed
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What files are available in the API sample package?

The following files are included in the API package:

DescriptionFile

Text version of this guide and entry point to these samples.readme.txt

Files that are systematically created storing operation results.
Files store either the header response or the body response.results/*.txt

Used for subsequent operations after authenticating. Stores
the token in a cookie.samples/cookie.txt

Retrieves a valid logon token.samples/authenticate.bat

Creates a new Information Space.samples/create_new_infospace.bat

Deletes a particular Information Space.samples/delete_infospace.bat

Retrieves the data chunks of a given Information Space.samples/get_data.bat

Retrieves the definition of a given Information Space.samples/get_definition.bat

Retrieves a list of Information Spaces.samples/get_infospaces.bat

Removes the user session.samples/logoff.bat

Replaces the definition and data of a particular Information
Space.

samples/replace_infos
pace_def_and_data.bat

URL for auth/[token] endpoint.urls/auth_[token]_endpoint.txt

URL for the auth endpoint.urls/auth_endpoint.txt

URL for the infoSpaces/[id]?definition endpoint.urls/infoSpaces_[id]_definition_end
point

URL for the InfoSpaces/[id] endpoint.urls/infoSpaces_[id]_endpoint.txt

URL for the infoSpaces endpoint.urls/infoSpaces_endpoint.txt

URL for the openSpace.jsp endpointurls/openSpace_jsp.txt

Example data for creating an Information Space.xml/ValidCreateInfoSpace.txt

Example data for authenticating a user.xml/ValidEnterpriseAuthentication.txt
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DescriptionFile

Example data for updating an Information Space.xml/ValidUpdateInfoSpace.txt
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Prerequisites before using the samples

You need to do the following before you can use the samples:
• Download and install CURL (open source command line tool for transferring data with URL syntax)

onto your client machine, located at: http://curl.haxx.se
• Enable and start the Explorer servers in your deployment.
• Ensure the application server of your deployment is started.
• Ensure that you update the samples with the correct information before launching the .bat files. See

the section Updating a Sample for full information.

Related Topics
• Updating a sample
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Updating a sample

API operations within the samples are generally dependent on other operations. Go through these
check points before you launch a sample .bat file:
• The authenticate operation must have the correct logon credentials to your target CMS, as operations

require a logon token before being executed.
• Ensure the logon token is used in corresponding samples. Depending on whether the client application

is browser-based or desktop-based, the token can be placed in a cookie or an HTTP header. Ensure
that you update the cookie.txt file correctly.

• The cookie must use the authentication type "SBOP-Token" and the key Authentication. For example:

Authentication=SBOP-Token <TOKEN>.

• The token can also be placed in the header using the authentication type "SBOP-Token" The header

must be as follows: Authorization: SBOP-Token <TOKEN>.

• Use the Information Space ID for the infoSpaces/[id] and infoSpaces/[id]?definition endpoints. Ensure
the ID is in the samples.

Related Topics
• Prerequisites before using the samples
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About the samples

This section describes the samples location, how they are used, and the result output.

The samples:
• are located within the /samples/ directory.
• Use CURL for invoking the HTTP methods. Each sample is launched by a batch (.BAT) script file

either by double-clicking the batch file or from a command line session. Ensure that you update the
samples (described in the section Updating a sample) before launching a .BAT file.

• Use the endpoints defined in the /samples/urls/ directory. The CURL -K parameter specifies a
configuration file to read.

• Use xml data defined in text files located within in the /samples/xml/ directory (CURL data parameter).
• Write the results (header and data) to the /samples/results/ directory (CURL dump-header and output

parameters). The results include HTTP response codes and if the operation fails, error information.
• Use the /samples/cookie.txt file. This file is used by commands as a cookie (CURL cookie parameter),

the format is the Netscape standard and contains a valid token. Copy the result of authentication
from /results/AuthenticationOut.txt. If authentication fails then the AuthenticationOut.txt file will contain
error information rather than a valid token. To ensure compatibility with web application servers, the
cookie value may need to be surrounded by quotation marks. For example, in the authenticate
operation sample: curl -X POST --dump-header results/AuthenticationHeader.txt --output
results/AuthenticationOut.txt"data @xml/ValidEnterpriseAuthentication.txt" urls/auth_endpoint.txt.

Related Topics
• Updating a sample
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Using the samples

Ensure that you have followed the pre-requisites for using the samples. Each sample is launched by a
batch (.BAT) script file either by double-clicking the batch file or from a command line session. Ensure
that you update the samples (described in the section Updating a sample) before launching a .BAT file.
An example of a workflow using the samples is as follows:
• Authenticate a user.
• Create a new Information Space.
• Replace Information Space definition and data.
• Explore the Information Space.
• Logoff.

Related Topics
• Prerequisites before using the samples

7.1 Using authenticate.bat

1. Ensure the login details within /xml/ValidEnterpriseAuthentication.txt are valid:username, password,
CMS, port number, and auth type.

2. Check that the URL within /urls/auth_endpoint.txt points to your Explorer deployment. By default it
points to the localhost IP and port number 8080.

3. Launch authenticate.bat, the token (if the operation was successful) is stored in
/results/Authentication.txt.

7.2 Using create_new_infospace.bat

1. Launch authenticate.bat.
2. Ensure that a login token is within /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
3. Edit cookie.txt to:

a. Ensure the servername IP is valid (default to 127.0.0.1).
b. Replace [CopyTokenHere] with the login token found in /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
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4. Launch create_new_infospace.bat. The newly created Information Space ID is stored in
/results/PostOut.txt.

7.3 Using delete_infospace.bat

1. Launch authenticate.bat.
2. Ensure that a login token is within /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
3. Edit cookie.txt to:

a. Ensure the servername/IP is valid (default to 127.0.0.1)/
b. Replace [CopyTokenHere] with the login token found in /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.

4. Ensure that the Information Space ID (the space that you want to delete) is in
/urls/infoSpaces_[id]_endpoint.txt and is valid.

5. Launch delete_infospace.bat, the HTTP response is stored in /results/DeleteHeader.txt.

7.4 Using get_data.bat

1. Launch authenticate.bat.
2. Ensure that a login token is within /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
3. Edit cookie.txt to:

a. Ensure the servername/IP is valid (default to 127.0.0.1)/
b. Replace [CopyTokenHere] with the login token found in /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.

4. Ensure that the Information Space ID is in /urls/infoSpaces_[id]_endpoint.txt and is valid.
5. Launch get_data.bat, the Space data chunks are stored in /results/GetDataOutput.txt.

7.5 Using get_definition.bat

1. Launch authenticate.bat.
2. Ensure that a login token is within /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
3. Edit cookie.txt to:

a. Ensure the servername/IP is valid (default to 127.0.0.1)/
b. Replace [CopyTokenHere] with the login token found in /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.

4. Ensure that the Information Space ID is in /urls/infoSpaces_[id]_endpoint.txt and is valid.
5. Launch get_data.bat.
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The Space definition is stored in /results/GetDefOutput.txt.

7.6 Using get_infospaces.bat

1. Launch authenticate.bat.
2. Ensure that a login token is within /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
3. Edit cookie.txt to:

a. Ensure the servername/IP is valid (default to 127.0.0.1)/
b. Replace [CopyTokenHere] with the login token found in /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.

4. Launch get_infospaces.txt.
The list is stored in /results/GetInfoSpacesOut.txt.

7.7 Using logoff.bat

1. Edit /urls/auth_[token]_endpoint.txt to replace =token= with the session token that you want to delete.
2. Launch logoff.bat.

The header response is stored in /results/LogoffHeader.txt and errors are stored in
/results/LogoffOut.txt

7.8 Using replace_infospace_def_and_data.bat

1. Launch authenticate.bat.
2. Ensure that a login token is within /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.
3. Edit cookie.txt to:

a. Ensure the servername/IP is valid (default to 127.0.0.1)/
b. Replace [CopyTokenHere] with the login token found in /results/AuthenticationOut.txt.

4. Ensure that the Information Space ID is in /urls/infoSpaces_[id]_endpoint.txt and is valid.
5. Launch replace_infospace_def_and_data.bat.

The header response is stored in /results/PutUpdateHeader.txt and errors are stored in
/results/PutUpdateOut.txt.
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7.9 Opening an Information Space

Opening an Information Space requires the openSpace.jsp?id=[id] endpoint to be invoked (see
urls/openSpace_jsp.txt). Change the id to the Space to be explored.

There are three possible responses:
• If the Space requires indexing then an index command is sent and an indexing status is returned.
• If the Space is indexed, a redirect is returned. This allows you to explore the Information Space.
• If an error occurred the error (with any codes) is returned in XML.

The redirect response returns the openSpace data in the response body as well as redirect details in
the header. If your client application does not use the same session between operations or is on a
different web application server as Explorer, then it may be necessary to either enter login details
manually or to handle the redirect (recommended solution).

How to handle the redirect depending on your deployment:
1. Read the header of the response (includes the Location forward URL).
2. The header contains the redirect location and the token. Using these values to build a URL with

your target hostname/port: http://<hostname:port>/polestar/<Location>&token=<Token>.
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